inflection, including nine productive morphological cases. Examples are given below.
(1) Case paradigm for litto 'alliance' (Sammallahti & Morottaja 1993:125) A tenth case, the (non-productive) prolative, will also be discussed in Section 1.4.
IS stem phonotactics for case
Before the syntactic properties of the case system of IS are discussed, a brief overview of the stem phonotactics for case in IS will be presented to aid the reader in interpreting the data. Depending on the noun class and the case, stems may vary with respect to consonant quantity 3 (2a, b) , quality (2b, c), or related syllabic properties (2d):
(2) IS Stem phonotactics for case 3 IS has a three-way system of consonant quantity, with contrastive short, half-long and long consonants. Half-long consonants are marked with a subscript dot (C ) IS case morphology is therefore more complex than the case system of Finnish, which has only two consonant quantities and fewer stem classes for nouns.
Case-marked adverbials in IS
Along with Korean, Chinese, Arabic, Warumungu and Finnish, IS has case-marked temporal adverbials. 4 Both oblique and structural cases may appear with temporal expressions, but accusative case specifically is associated with duration, frequency, and measure phrases (Maling 1993) .
Following Borer (1994) , Wechsler & Lee (1996) , and Pereltsvaig (2001) , accusative adverbials are assumed to bear structural case and to function as event delimiters, which both delimit and quantize or 'measure out' an otherwise unbounded event in a similar way to direct objects (Tenny 1987 In (3), the core predicate lavluh '(you) sang' is atelic (i.e. lacks an endpoint); the addition of the accusative expression uppâ peivi 'the whole day' to the VP therefore changes the event structure of the lexical verb. It makes the predicate VP bounded and provides an endpoint, because the end of the day also marks the end of the singing event. It also 'measures out' the event: when the day is half finished, the singing event is also half finished. In this sense uppâ peivi resembles a direct object, even though it is not an argument of the lexical verb.
In contrast, IS time adverbials marked with other cases, especially the locative case, are non-delimiting in the sense that they locate an event in time, but do not specify an endpoint or measure out the event:
(4) Poccud livvuaðe táán ohhoo-st. (IS) reindeer.pl sleep.3p this week-loc 'The reindeer (will) sleep this week'
As in example (3), the lexical predicate livvuaðe 'sleep' in (4) is inherently atelic. However, the locative adverbial ohhoost 'this week' does not measure out the event the same way as the accusative uppâ peivi 'the whole day': the week being half finished does not entail that the sleeping event is also half finished. All that is known is that some sleeping will occur at some point during the week. The adverbial does not delimit the event either; the end of the week may or may not coincide with the end of the sleeping event.
Based on these intuitions, temporal adverbials will be classified in the following sections into two types, delimiting and non-delimiting. It will be argued that in both IS and Finnish, oblique case-marked adverbials in IS are non-delimiting, but that the two languages differ in the aspectual properties of accusative expressions. we fish-past1p last week-adess
Oblique cases and temporal expressions in IS and
In the examples above, the locative and adessive expressions are nondelimiting because they do not signal the endpoint or measure out the atelic event. The addition of these adverbials to an atelic predicate yields another atelic (or unbounded) predicate.
For events that are potentially bounded, both IS and Finnish signal that the event is delimited with accusative case on the direct object, while the non-delimiting adverbial occurs in locative or essive case: 
3s house-acc three-iness year-iness
Neither language has a restriction on multiple locative expressions within the same finite clause; this is as expected, since they do not affect the aspectual status of the predicate: 
3p forest-iness last week-adess
The data presented in this section show that IS and Finnish pattern in similar ways with respect to the distribution of non-delimiting oblique adverbials. Later, in Section 2, it is shown that Finnish, but not IS, has stricter constraints on accusative time adverbials. The explanation for this will hinge on different relationships between structural case and event structure in the two languages. The next section discusses new data from IS for other, non-locative cases in temporal expressions.
Genitive and prolative time expressions in IS
One interesting feature of the IS case system is that some non-delimiting time adverbials appear marked with genitive case.
5 As can be seen from the examples, the equivalent expressions in Finnish appear in the essive, not the genitive: These facts suggest that genitive in these environments is not necessarily structurally assigned, since it occurs both with demonstrative pronouns (14), where it alternates with locative case, and with postpositions (11). Although more work is needed to establish the syntactic properties of the genitive in temporal expressions, including word order effects if any, it will be assumed that genitive here has the status of an inherent rather than a structural case.
Another unusual pattern to emerge from the IS data involves an archaic prolative case. The prolative case is no longer fully productive in any of the Saami languages 6 (see the In the next section, the distribution of accusative adverbials in the two languages will be examined.
Accusative adverbials as delimiting expressions
The data presented above show that when temporal adverbials are marked with oblique cases (locative and essive cases for Finnish, and locative, genitive and prolative cases for IS), the adverbial does not delimit or measure out the event. In other words, an atelic event with an oblique casemarked adverbial in these languages is still unbounded and non-delimited. As mentioned in the previous section, both IS and Finnish also mark duration, frequency, and measure adverbials with accusative case; these expressions are potential event delimiters. This section will examine data from both languages in light of several cross-linguistic generalisations. Specifically, (a) Arad (1998) argues that all measurers are universally marked with accusative case; and (b) Tenny (1987) states that only one delimiting expression may occur within a given VP. At the same time, Arad also argues that only direct objects can measure out events. Pereltsvaig's (2001) counter-position will be adopted here, namely that both direct objects and accusative adverbials can be event measurers. The data from both IS and Finnish support Arad's first hypothesis, in the sense that event measurers in both languages, both direct objects and delimiting adverbials, do occur in accusative case as predicted. However, as is clear from the data below, accusative case and event delimitation do not always have a one-to-one relationship at the morphosyntactic level. While IS allows two accusative expressions within the same VP, only the adverbial in these cases appears to be the event measurer (section 2.3). Finnish, on the other hand, displays a much closer link between case and event structure: the semantic constraint on multiple event delimiters is mirrored by a morphosyntactic constraint on multiple accusatives within a single VP (section 2.1).
Accusative adverbials in Finnish
The distribution of objective case in Finnish as it relates to event structure has attracted a fair amount of attention in the literature (Heinämäki 1984 , de Hoop 1992 , Kiparsky 1998 The addition of an accusative adverbial delimits an otherwise unbounded event (20a, b). However, Finnish disallows accusative case on both the direct object and the adverbial (20c):
(20) a) He lauloi-vat laulu-t. they sang-3p song-pl.acc 'They sang (the) songs.' b) He lauloi-vat laulu-j-a koko yö-n. they sang-3p song-pl.part whole night-acc 'They sang songs the whole night.' c) *He lauloi-vat laulu-t koko yö-n. they sang-3p song-pl.acc whole night-acc These facts show that for Finnish, as is the case cross-linguistically, only one delimiting expression is available per VP (Arad 1998 , Tenny 1987 . In syntactic terms, this looks like a restriction on more than one accusativemarked DP occurring in a given predicate. If the adverbial bears accusative case, the direct object must appear in partitive case (20b, 21a). Conversely, if the direct object is accusative, case-marked temporal adverbials must bear oblique (inessive) case, not accusative case (21b): As shown in the previous section, inessive time expressions such as Finnish tunnissa in (21b) do not function as event delimiters, but accusative objects do.
One important question that arises from these examples involves the nature of the syntax-semantics interface. Given the close relationship between case and event structure in Finnish, is the restriction on multiple accusatives encoded in the syntax or does it fall out of purely semantic constraints? Evidence from stative predicates (Itkonen 1976 ) supports the latter view: one class of verbs (what Kirparsky 1998 terms 'bounded states') allow both an accusative direct object and an accusative adverbial: (22) Näi-n naise-n koko tuo-n tunni-n. saw-1s woman-acc whole that-acc hour-acc 'I saw the woman for that whole hour.' (23) Tiesi-n vastaukse-n koko viiko-n.
knew-1s answer-acc whole week-acc 'I knew the answer all week.'
Unlike other event types, states are not delimited by their direct objects (Tenny 1987) . A duration adverbial, however, can delimit a stage-level state in the sense that it signals that the state has an endpoint (though it does not measure an event in the same way as a direct object; seeing a woman for half an hour does not entail seeing half a woman). As expected, the adverbial bears accusative case, but because the direct object itself is not a delimiter, the aspectual constraint on multiple accusatives is not violated. 8 Importantly, stative predicates such as (22-23) show that a twoway correlation between accusative case and event delimitation is untenable; although it may be true that event delimiters are always accusative (Arad 1998 ), accusatives are not always event delimiters.
In the next section, the distribution of accusative adverbials in IS will be explored in light of these generalisations for Finnish.
Accusative adverbials in Inari Saami
Like in Finnish, IS duration adverbials bear accusative case when they delimit events. Certain verbs select accusative duration adverbials as arguments (24b and 25b), or adjunct accusative adverbials may delimit an otherwise unbounded event (26, 27) : (24) IS informants provide (33) as a translation from Finnish with both accusative and partitive objects, and confirm that an accusative object in IS is ambiguous between a +BOUNDED and a -BOUNDED interpretation.
Since the objective case morphology of IS does not signal aspectual contrasts, the question remains as to which accusative expression (or both) in a potentially bounded predicate like (32) delimits the event. If both are interpreted as event delimiters, then the IS data pose a potential challenge to the generalisations mentioned above by Arad (1998) and Tenny (1987) that each predicate may only contain one delimiter. In fact, informant intuitions support their proposals. In sentences like (7-9), where an accusative direct object occurs with a locative adverbial, the object is interpreted as the event delimiter (34a, 35a). In sentences with two accusative expressions like in (32), the event is interpreted as delimited by the temporal adverbial but not by the object (34b, 35b): (34a) and (35a) entail that the entire boat was built and the entire room was cleaned, whereas (34b) and (35b) do not entail such a result, only that the whole span of time (morning or night) has elapsed. Although IS predicates with two accusative DPs appear to violate the general constraint on delimiting expressions, in fact the "problem" is morphological. IS turns out to pattern less like Finnish and more like Russian, which also allows two accusative expressions in a single predicate but only with imperfective verbal morphology (Pereltsvaig 2001:11-12 Inari Sami does not encode perfectivity via verbal morphology, but the irresultative interpretation of (34b) and (35b) means that the accusative direct object is not an event delimiter. Russian and Inari Saami, then, also provide evidence against a one-to-one correlation between accusative case and event delimitation: all event delimiters are accusative, but not all accusatives are event delimiters.
Conclusion
Both Inari Saami and Finnish are languages with rich case morphology, which employ a variety of grammatical and oblique cases with temporal adverbials. The data presented here firstly support a broad taxonomy of case with respect to event delimitation. In both languages, oblique casemarked adverbials (especially locative and essive) are non-delimiting; they may locate the event in time, but they do not signal an aspectual bound. In Inari Saami, two non-locative cases, prolative and genitive, may also pattern in this way. Conversely, in both languages, objects or adverbials that do delimit events are marked for accusative case. This is consistent with Arad's (1998) proposals about the link between accusative case and event structure cross-linguistically.
However, accusative case in Inari Saami turns out to have a distinct distribution from the same case in Finnish in +BOUNDED events. While Finnish disallows an accusative direct object with an accusative adverbial, IS has no such restriction. This is shown to be the result of different relationships between case and event structure in the two languages. While accusative case in Finnish is closely associated with event delimitation and the aspectual feature +BOUNDED, no isomorphic association holds in IS: accusative case for direct objects does not entail event delimitation. On the other hand, the case system of Finnish is "transparent" with respect to event structure: with accusative direct objects, 'what you see is what you get'.
